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pline, and on the whole they were more little secret societies
than political associations-, meeting as conspirators., engineering
private little plots and pursuing "traitors" with inexhaustible
energy. They were definitely subversive, all of them. Some had
ambitious programmes of horrific luridity, others had no pro-
gramme at all save a desire for bloodshed and loot., and their
only bond of unity was the common desire to upset the Republic
and instal themselves as a "national" dictatorship of terror.
Few of them had any plans beyond that, but as a plan what they
had was comprehensive enough to take up an intelligence that
was limited and a time that was not. They had learned nothing
at all since 1923, and their leaders were the same gallant but
murderous ruffians—at best—as they always had been,, although
they had co-opted some much more dubious elements whose
service had not been in Poland or the Ruhr, but in the under-
world of crime. They were entirely out of touch with the nation,
leading a life apart, but they were not, or most of them were
not, at all out of touch with certain high officials and certain
individuals in the Nationalist party., the former seeing in them
possible soldiers for a possible "Day/' the latter hoping to make
use of them if and when occasion arose. With the official
Nationalist party all relations had been broken off; between them
and the Stahlhelm there existed that jealous enmity which
exists between the respectable and the cautious and the outlaw
and the intemperate, while they looked on the average Nationalist
as a craven who had made peace with treason. They were still
"putschists" to a man when everyone else, including their headiest
former associate, had given up any idea of a "putsch," but they
had no clear idea of how, when, or why to make the "putsch,"
only a very clear idea of who was to profit by it when it was
made. Disunited handfuls as they were, they were at the moment
perfectly innocuous; at this stage they did not understand enough
about politics to be of any advantage to either Hugenberg or
Hitler, but they represented a sinister possibility against the day
of wrath, whose coming in their several ways these gentlemen
and their allies sought to hasten.
Some endeavour had been made, indeed, to combine the

